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12 August 2019  Crown Towers, Perth
#WAINDOPACDEF19

at The University of Western Australia

Department of
Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation

Western Australian Indo-Pacific Defence Conference 2019

Program
TIME

SESSION

SPEAKERS

08:15
–
08:45

Registration | Tea and Coffee

08:45
–
08:50

Conference Welcome

Professor Gordon Flake CEO, Perth USAsia Centre

08:50
–
09:00

Welcome to Country

Professor Colleen Hayward AM, Professor Robert
Somerville AM and Ken Hayward – Didgeridoo player

09:00
–
09:15

Conference Opening

The Hon Kim Beazley AC Governor of Western Australia

09:15
–
09:30

Welcome from the State
Government

The Hon Mark McGowan MLA
Premier of Western Australia

09:30
–
09:45

Keynote Address  What is at the core of the Indo-Pacific competition and
how best to address it?
Admiral (Ret.) Scott Swift
Former Commander US Pacific Fleet

09:45
–
10:00

Federal Minister
Keynote Address

10:00
–
10:40

Panel Discussion  Current and emerging challenges in the Indo-Pacific
defence environment

Senator the Hon Linda Reynolds CSC
Minister for Defence

Professor Stephen Smith former Minister for Defence and Minister for Foreign Affairs

Major General (Ret.) Seo Young Lee Korean Military
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Admiral (Ret.) Robin Dhowan Former Chief of Naval Staff Indian Navy

Dr Lynn Kuok Senior Fellow at IISS

TIME

SESSION

SPEAKERS

10:40
–
11:10

Morning Tea hosted by The University of Western Australia

11:10
–
11:25

Keynote Address

The Hon Richard Marles Shadow Minister for Defence

11:25
–
11:35

SME showcase

Todd Alder CEO Orbital UAV

11:35
–
12:25

Panel Discussion  New Partnerships in the Indo-Pacific

Kate Longhurst Director WA State Office, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade

LT General (Ret.) Agus Widjojo Indonesian Armed Forces
Vice Admiral (Ret.) Yoji Koda Former Commander in Chief,
Self Defense Fleet Japanese Navy
Ambassador (fmr) Mark Lippert Vice-President Global Boeing International

Vice Admiral (Rtd) Chris Ritchie AO Board member, Luerssen Australia
12:25
–
12:45

In conversation

12:45
–
13:25

Lunch hosted by Curtin and Murdoch Universities

13:25
–
13:30

Video Presentation – SMEs in WA

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

General Angus Campbell AO DSC interviewed by
Matt Moran Executive Director Defence West
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TIME

13:30
–
13:40

SESSION

SPEAKERS

SMEs role in WA  Making WA the national super-centre for defence industry SMEs

Darryl Hockey Deputy Chairman, Henderson Alliance
13:40
–

13:50

Presentation  WA’s emerging role as a secure supplier of rare earth minerals
to the defence sector
Dr Jeffrey Wilson Head of Research, Perth USAsia Centre

13:50
–
14:00

Presentation  Prime Partnerships

Chris Deeble AO CSC Chief Executive, Northrop Grumman Australia
14:00
–
14:50

Panel Discussion  Perspectives on the critical frontiers for defence

Rear Admiral (Ret.) Raydon Gates AO CSM Defence Advocate for Western Australia

Rear Admiral Lee Goddard Commander, Maritime Border Command

Lt Colonel Jasmin Diab Base Commander ,Campbell Barracks Australian Army

Kris Constantinides Chairman, Australian Industry & Defence Network-WA
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14:50
–
15:25

Afternoon Tea hosted by Edith Cowan University

15:25
–
15:30

Introduction to
afternoon session

Matt Keogh MP Shadow Minister for Defence Industry

15:30
–
15:40

SME showcase

Tony Routledge Chief Executive Officer AVI

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

TIME

15:40
–
15:50

SESSION

SPEAKERS

Presentation  Future skills for the naval shipbuilding industry in WA

Ian Irving CEO, Naval Shipbuilding College
15:50
–
16:25

Panel Discussion  Preparing WA to meet new and emerging
Indo-Pacific defence requirements
Gemma Whiting Government Relations Manager, Austal

Terry Durant Managing Director, South Metro TAFE

Michele Clement Director of WA Defence Science Centre

Joel Nevin Director and Business Manager at Blacktree Technology
16:25
–
16:40

Keynote Address  Focus on Cyber
Admiral (Ret.) Mike Rogers Former Commander, U.S. Cyber Command and Director,
National Security Agency

16:40
–
16:50

Federal Minister
Keynote Address

The Hon Melissa Price Minister for Defence Industry

16:50
–
17:00

Closing Remarks

The Hon Paul Papalia CSC MLA
WA Minister for Defence Issues

17:00
–
18:00

Networking Drinks hosted by Aurora
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Welcome from the WA State Government
Welcome to the 2019 Western Australian Indo-Pacific Defence Conference.
This important conference has been organised by the Western Australian Government in
partnership with the Perth USAsia Centre, and follows the inaugural and highly successful
Indo-Pacific forum held in Perth last year.
The Western Australian Government is committed to building our capacity to support defence
industry to drive jobs growth and a diversified State economy.
The State’s recent achievements include:
`` the establishment of the Defence Science Centre that is working to identify ways in which
the State’s world-leading research and industry projects, in areas such as cyber security,
robotics and automation, can deliver innovations for the defence industry
`` a state-of-the-art TAFE shipbuilding training facility that will deliver a multi-skilled
workforce to meet the naval shipbuilding industry’s requirements
`` establishment of the Defence Advisory Forum that is providing enhanced engagement
between State Government and the WA defence industry
Western Australia is well advanced in establishing a whole-of-government approach that
expands our collaboration, cooperation and strategic alliances within the defence sector, and
I fully support the ‘Partnerships’ theme of the 2019 conference.
I particularly welcome interstate and international delegates to our amazing State. Perth’s
strategic position in the Indo-Pacific makes our vibrant city the ideal location to discuss the
critical defence and security issues impacting the region.
I hope your visit will include some time to enjoy all that Perth and the surrounding regions
have to offer.

THE HON MARK
MCGOWAN MLA

Premier of Western Australia
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Welcome to the 2019 Indo-Pacific Defence Conference.
This event showcases Western Australia’s deep connection with the Australian Defence Force
and our determination to play a key part in building a world class, sovereign defence industry.
The state is home to the Navy’s largest base, the Army’s premier Special Forces unit and
the Air Forces’ pilot training school. These people and assets are supported by an advanced
manufacturing sector with an internationally recognised reputation for quality. Much of our
defence industry capability has been forged in the demanding offshore oil and gas and mining
sectors and is readily adapted to meeting the needs of defence.
Our state agency, Defence West, is making good progress in promoting Western Australia’s
industry to the world. At last year’s conference we launched the Western Australian Defence
and Defence Industries Strategic Plan and this year we can report good progress on
delivering its key objectives.
The success of the 2018 inaugural conference and the strong local and international interest
in this year’s event bodes well for the future. We intend cementing Indo-Pacific as the
preeminent strategic conference for the Indian Ocean region.
Welcome again to Indo-Pacific 2019. It’s an exciting time to be in the defence industry in
Western Australia and this promises to be an informative and exciting conference. I look
forward to joining you throughout the day.

HON PAUL PAPALIA
CSC MLA
Minister for Defence Issues
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Welcome
From the Perth USAsia Centre
We are delighted to welcome you to the second
edition of the WA Indo-Pacific Defence Conference
after last year’s success story which secured
the event’s place as the State’s premier flagship
conference on defence; an industry not only
bolstering the nation’s economy but with great
potential as an export commodity for Australian
businesses to offer globally.

Pacific Defence Conference, delivered in 9 cities
across 6 countries.

As Australia’s leading think tank for the
strengthening of relationships between Australia,
the Indo-Pacific and The United States, the Perth
USAsia Centre’s connection to defence issues
and analysis is prevalent across our research
publications and events held throughout the year.

It is fantastic that we have so many high calibre
speakers with us today, including the Governor
of Western Australia, the Hon Kim Beazley AC,
and Premier the Hon Mark McGowan MLA; Paul
Papalia CSC MLA, Minister for Defence Issues,
Minister for Defence, Senator the Hon Linda
Reynolds CSC, Minister for Defence Industry Hon
Melissa Price MP, Shadow Minister for Defence
the Hon Richard Marles MP, and Shadow Minister
for Defence Industry Matt Keogh MP, as well
as international speakers hailing from India,
Indonesia, Japan, Korea and The United States.

With a 4,500 strong community, during 2018, the
Centre collaborated with more than 40 partners, to
host 80 events, including the inaugural WA Indo-

We hope you enjoy today’s program, and have
taken the opportunity to access Slido to submit
questions prior to today for our panel sessions.

Professor Gordon Flake is the founding CEO of the Perth USAsia Centre at The University of
Western Australia.
Having built an internationally recognised profile over 25 years of think-tank expertise and
leadership in Washington DC, Professor Flake relocated to Perth in 2014 to establish the Centre,
and to build a broader world-class Indo-Pacific strategic community. Previously he was the
Executive Director of the Maureen and Mike Mansfield Foundation, a
Senior Fellow and Associate Director of the Program on Conflict
Resolution at The Atlantic Council of the United States and prior
to that, Director for Research and Academic Affairs at the Korea
Economic Institute of America.
He has over 30 years of expertise on Asia affairs, with an
emphasis on Korea.

PROFESSOR GORDON FLAKE
CEO, Perth USAsia Centre
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Conference Co-Hosts
The Conference is cohosted by Defence West in the Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and
Innovation and the Perth USAsia Centre on behalf of the WA State Government.
Defence West, within the Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science
and Innovation is the Western Australian (WA) Government office
responsible for supporting the interests of the local defence
industry, to deliver the capability requirements of the Australian
Defence Force and grow the State’s exports.
Department of
Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation

Defence West supports the activities of the WA Defence Advocate
Rear Admiral (Rtd) Raydon Gates AO CSM to promote our
world class, globally competitive capabilities both nationally
and internationally.
Defence West works closely with a range of stakeholders:

`` The Centre of Defence Industry Capability to assist local
industry to develop equipment and services to meet the needs
of Defence.
`` Peak industry bodies including the Australian Industry and
Defence Network – WA, the Australian Industry Group and
the Chamber of Commerce and Industry WA to collaborate on
identifying opportunities and addressing issues impacting the
defence industry.
`` The Commonwealth Government and Department of Defence
to identify and develop the State’s strategic infrastructure
requirements to enable ongoing support to the defence sector.
`` The Department of Training and Workforce Development and
South Metropolitan TAFE to identify workforce requirements to
deliver skilled workforce for upcoming defence programs.
`` Team WA universities to promote collaborative partnerships
with industry and further the State’s contribution to defence and
security related research and development.
`` Within the WA Government to ensure, the interests of
Defence and defence industry are considered within the State’s
decision-making.
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Welcome to Country
Professor Colleen Hayward
Pro Vice-Chancellor, Equity and Indigenous, Edith Cowan University
Colleen Hayward is a senior Noongar woman with extensive family links
throughout the south-west of WA. She comes from a teaching family with
her father having been the first Aboriginal teacher, and Principal, in WA.
For more than 30 years, Colleen has provided significant input to policies
and programs on a wide range of issues, reflecting the needs of minority
groups at community, state and national levels. She has an extensive
background in a range of areas including health, education, training,
employment, housing, child protection and law & justice as well as
significant experience in policy and management. In 2012, Colleen was
inducted into the Western Australian Women’s Hall of Fame and was
recognised as a Member in the General Division of the Order of Australia.

Professor Robert Somerville AM
Wing Commander (AAFC)
Robert Somerville is a Martu man from Jigalong in the MurchisonGascoyne region of Western Australia. His family owned and ran one of
Australia’s first Aboriginal owned cattle stations, Beyondie. A part of his
Grandmother’s story is portrayed in the book and later movie the “Rabbit
Proof Fence”.
Robert is a Wing Commander with the Royal Australian Air Force’s National
cadet program that comprises of over 8,000 young people between the
ages of 13 and 20 all of whom have a passion for aviation and defence.
Robert is a qualified pilot and parachutist.
In 2004, Robert was recognised as a Member in the General Division of the
Order of Australia for his contribution to the Indigenous youth of Australia
and to the Australian Air Force Ca dets. He was named as one of WA’s
100 most influential West Australians in both 2011 and 2012. From 2015
to 2017, he was the Chief Executive Officer of Australia’s only Indigenous
Higher Education Institution.
He is a Fellow of the Institute of Leadership and Management and holds
a professorialship and associate professorialship in Indigenous education
and research at two Australian Universities.
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Mr Ken Hayward
Mr Hayward is a Noongar Elder, who plays one of the first didgerdoos presented to Aboriginal people.
He will be playing at the conference complementing the Welcome to Country.

Western Australian Indo-Pacific Defence Conference 2019

Featured Presenters
Featured Presenters

The Honourable Kim Beazley AC

Governor of Western Australia

CONFERENCE ROLE: Conference opening

@GovtHouseWA
The Honourable Kim Beazley AC is the 33rd Governor of Western Australia. Prior to being
installed as Governor on the 1st May 2018, Mr Beazley had dedicated almost three decades to a
career in Federal Parliament, representing the WA seats of Brand and Swan. In 2009 Mr Beazley
was awarded the Companion of the Order of Australia for service to the Parliament of Australia through contributions
to the development of government policies in relation to defence and international relations, and as an advocate for the
Indigenous people, and to the community.

The Hon. Mark McGowan

Premier of Western Australia

CONFERENCE ROLE: Welcome from State Government

@MarkMcGowanMP
The Honourable Mark McGowan MLA is the 30th Premier of Western Australia. Under his
leadership the State Government is focussed on creating and securing jobs for Western
Australians, delivering quality education and health care and delivering the METRONET
public transport vision. In the McGowan Labor Government’s first year in office, Mr McGowan
has introduced significant reforms such as amalgamating government departments from 41 to 25 to
drive change across the public sector. He has also driven State-wide job creating initiatives such as Infrastructure WA,
which sets out a new approach to long term infrastructure planning and WA Industry Link - to give WA businesses more
opportunities to tender and apply for government work.

The Hon. Paul Papalia CSC MLA

Minister for Defence Issues

CONFERENCE ROLE: Closing remarks

@papsMLA
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Before leaving his military career in 2004 to serve in government, Minister Papalia was
awarded the Conspicuous Service Cross and commendations from both the Land and
Maritime Commanders. Paul was elected to the seat of Peel in February 2007, and then
elected to the new seat of Warnbro in September 2008 and re-elected to that seat in 2013 and
2017. Paul served in the Shadow Ministry after WA Labor lost office in 2008 as Shadow Minister for
Tourism, Corrective Services and Defence Issues. In March 2017, Mr Papalia was appointed as a Minister in the new
McGowan Government, with the portfolios for Tourism, Racing and Gaming, Small Business, Defence Issues, Citizenship
and Multicultural Affairs.

Featured Presenters
Minister for Defence

CONFERENCE ROLE: Keynote address

@lindareynoldswa
Linda Reynolds was sworn in as the Minister for Defence on 29 May 2019. Linda served for
29 years in the Australian Army as a Reserve Officer in a wide range of part and full time
appointments. She was the first woman in the Australian Army Reserves to be promoted to the
rank of Brigadier and was awarded the Conspicuous Service Cross.
On 2 March 2019, Linda was sworn in as Minister for Defence Industry and the Minister for Emergency Management and
North Queensland Recovery in the Morrison Coalition Government. This follows her appointment as Assistant Minister for
Home Affairs on 28 August 2018.

Featured Presenters

Senator the Hon. Linda Reynolds CSC

Before her Ministerial appointment, Linda was a member of nine Parliamentary committees. During the 45th Parliament
she chaired the Joint Standing Committee on Electoral Matters, the Senate Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade Legislative
Committee and the Defence Sub-Committee of the Joint Standing Foreign Affairs Defence and Trade Committee.
Linda is a passionate advocate for WA Industry including defence, space and rare earths sectors. Senator Reynolds is also
a supporter of innovation, gender equality and federation reform. She is proud to work closely with both the Australian
Strategic Policy Institute and the Perth USAsia Centre.

The Hon. Melissa Price MP

Minister for Defence Industry

CONFERENCE ROLE: Keynote address

@Melissa4Durack
Melissa was first elected to Parliament as the Member for Durack, the largest electorate in
Australia, in 2013. During her first term, Melissa was appointed to the Joint Standing
Committee on Agriculture and Industry, Indigenous Affairs, and Infrastructure and
Communications, and the Joint Select Committee on Northern Australia. Melissa’s vast experience
living and working in regional Australia proved a valuable insight during her time on both committees.
In December 2017, she was elevated to her first outer ministerial appointment in the role of Assistant Minister for the
Environment. She continued in this role until August 2018, when she was sworn in as Minister for the Environment in the
Morrison Government. With the Coaltion returned to government at the 2019 Federal election, Melissa was sworn in as
Minister for Defence Industry in May 2019.
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Featured Presenters
Featured Presenters

General Angus J Campbell AO DSC

Chief of the Defence Force

CONFERENCE ROLE: In conversation session

@CDF_Aust
General Angus Campbell joined the Australian Army in 1981, graduating from the Royal
Military College - Duntroon in 1984. He has served in troop and squadron command
appointments within the Special Air Service Regiment, in a range of staff appointments, in
senior roles in the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet and as Major General and Deputy
Chief of Army in the Australian Defence Force.
On 16 May 2015, he was appointed Chief of the Australian Army. General Campbell was subsequently promoted and
appointed to command of the Australian Defence Force on 7 July 2018.

The Hon. Richard Marles

Shadow Minister for Defence

CONFERENCE ROLE: Keynote address

@RichardMarlesMP
Richard Marles is currently the Shadow Minister for Defence; and the Federal Member for
Corio. Richard’s previous appointments include Shadow Minister for Immigration and Border
Protection, Minister for Trade, Parliamentary Secretary for Foreign Affairs, Parliamentary
Secretary for Pacific Island Affairs, Parliamentary Secretary for Innovation and Industry, and
Chair of the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Aboriginal and Torres Island Affairs.
Richard has achieved an LLB (Hons) and a Bachelor of Science from the University of Melbourne.

Matt Keogh MP

Shadow Minister for Defence Industry

CONFERENCE ROLE: Introduction to afternoon session

@mattkeogh
Following the 2019 Federal Election Matt Keogh took on the Shadow Portfolio areas of
Defence Industry and WA Resources, as well as assisting the Shadow Minister for Small &
Family Business. He is also the Federal Member for Burt.
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Matt was elected as the first member for the Federal Division of Burt in the south-eastern suburbs
of Perth at the 2016 Federal Election. Matt grew up in the Kelmscott Hills, attended school in Armadale and has strong
ties to the local community. Matt has worked closely with community organisations throughout his life in what is now
known as the seat of Burt in Perth’s south eastern suburbs. He continues to strive to “change the story” in the area.
Prior to taking on his portfolio responsibilities, Matt served on a wide range of committees including the House of
Representatives standing committee on Economics, Agriculture and Water Resources and the Parliamentary Joint
Committee on Corporations and Financial Services.

Featured Presenters
Commander, US Cyber Command and

Director, National Security Agency
CONFERENCE ROLE: Keynote address

Mike Rogers retired from the U.S. Navy in 2018 after nearly 37 years of naval service
rising to the rank of four-star Admiral. He culminated his career with a four-year tour as
Commander, U.S. Cyber Command and Director, National Security Agency – creating the
DoD’s newest combatant command and running the U.S. government’s largest intelligence
organization. In those roles he worked with the leadership of the U.S. government, the DoD and
the U.S. Intelligence community as well as their international counterparts in the conduct of cyber and intelligence
activity across the globe. He also assisted in the development of national and international policy with respect to cyber,
intelligence and technology – including extensive work with corporate leadership in the Finance, IT, Telecommunications
and Technology sectors.

Admiral (Ret.) Scott Swift

Featured Presenters

Admiral (Ret.) Mike Rogers

Former Commander US Pacific Fleet

CONFERENCE ROLE: Keynote address

Admiral Swift served in the U.S. Navy for more than 40 years, rising from his commission
through the Aviation Reserve Officer Candidate program to become a Navy light attack and
strike fighter pilot. He commanded at all levels including F/A-18 weapons school, aircraft
carrier-based squadrons, Carrier Air Wing, Carrier Strike Group and the U.S. Seventh Fleet
forward deployed to Japan, finally completing his uniformed career as the 35th Commander of
U.S. Pacific Fleet in 2018. During his years of service, he participated in combat Operations Praying
Mantis, Southern Watch, Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom, and received a master’s degree from the Naval War
College, Newport, Rhode Island.
He is a graduate of San Diego State University and the U.S. Naval War College. Selected as the MIT Center for
International Studies Robert E. Wilhelm Fellow, Admiral Swift continues to explore opportunities to serve where his
interests, abilities, experience and national need align.
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Speakers
Michele Clement Continued

Todd Alder
Managing Director & Chief
Executive Officer Orbital UAV

@OrbitalCorpASX
CONFERENCE ROLE: Speaker

Todd Alder is Managing Director and CEO of Orbital
UAV. Since his appointment in August 2017, Todd has
focused the Company’s strategy to deliver superiority
in unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) propulsion systems
and flight critical components. Orbital UAV supplies
its integrated propulsion systems and associated
technologies to a global customer base, including Insitu
Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of The Boeing Company,
and Textron Systems – both world leaders in the supply
of tactical defence UAVs.
Todd is a qualified CPA and holds a Bachelor of
Economics and Accounting degree from Flinders
University in South Australia, as well as a Graduate
Diploma in Applied Corporate Governance through
Chartered Secretaries Australia.

Prior to this Michele was the Director Innovative
Science, in the Department of Commerce; supporting
research and innovation and promoting science and
technology as major drivers of Western Australian
economic, social and environmental growth.
Michele spent nine years working for the
Commonwealth in the then Department of Innovation,
Industry, Science, Research and Territory Education
undertaking both program delivery and policy roles
and also managed the Department’s budget process
involving the securing of federal funding for a number of
new programs and initiatives.
Michele has a background in banking and finance,
particularly investment in small technology and biotechnology businesses. Michele holds a Master’s in
Business Administration.

Kris Constantinides
Chairman, Australian Industry
Defence Network WA

@AirflitePtyLtd

Michele Clement

CONFERENCE ROLE: Panelist

Director, WA Defence
Science Centre

Kris has been with Airflite, an Australian Defence
Contractor, since he graduated with a Bachelor of
Commerce double major in Corporate Administration
and Management in 2003. In 2016, Kris became a
Graduate of the Australian Institute of Company
Directors (GAICD) and has recently completed his
Masters of Business Administration (MBA). Kris is the
Chairperson of the Australian Industry Defence Network
in Western Australia (AIDNWA), which seeks to promote
the interests of the Defence industry. He is also the
Chairperson of Megaturbines, a newly formed business
focussing on the energy, oil and gas sector in Australia
and Asia. Kris has represented the Aviation, Defence and
Energy industry as a speaker at events for The University
of WA, Curtin University, the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry WA, the Australian Department of Immigration,
Defence and Industry Study Program, the Committee for
Economic Development of Australia and AIDN-WA; as
well as at a number of international events.

CONFERENCE ROLE: Panelist
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Michele Clement is currently establishing the Western
Australian Defence Science Centre (DSC WA) on
behalf of the Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science
and Innovation. The DSC WA aims to build strong
collaborations across Defence, universities and industry,
facilitating defence-relevant research and technology
connections that supports defence and national security
outcomes. It will support the commercialisation of
defence-related research outcomes and cultivate
an internationally engaged and competitive local
defence industry.

Speakers
Air Vice-Marshall (ret) Chris Deeble Continued

Chris Deeble AO CSC
Chief Executive Officer, Northrup
Grumman Australia

@NGCNews
CONFERENCE ROLE: Speaker

Vice Chief of the Naval Staff before being promoted as
the 22nd Chief of the Naval Staff of the Indian Navy on
17 Apr 2014.
After a distinguished career of 42 years in the Indian
Navy, he retired on 31 May 16 and took over as the
fifth Chairman of the National Maritime Foundation,
New Delhi, India’s premier maritime think tank on
25 Nov 2016.

Chris Deeble is Chief Executive of Northrop Grumman
Australia. He supports the company’s current
programmes, develops strategies for growth and
identifies new business opportunities in Australia and
the Asia Pacific region. He has extensive acquisition
and sustainment program experience, as well as a
deep understanding of organisational strategy and
operational excellence.
Prior to joining Northrop Grumman, Deeble worked
for Airservices Australia as the program executive for
OneSKY, responsible for delivering the Civil Military Air
Traffic Management System for Australia.
Chris Deeble served for 37 years in the Australian
Defence Force, most notably as an Air Vice-Marshal.

Admiral (Ret.) RK
Dhowan, PVSM AVSM YSM
Former Chief of Naval Staff,
Indian Navy
CONFERENCE ROLE: Panelist

Admiral RK Dhowan is an alumnus of the National
Defence Academy, the Defence Services Staff College
and the Naval War College, Newport, Rhode Island, USA.
The Admiral has commanded three frontline warships of
the Western Fleet and was the Flag Officer Commanding
Eastern Fleet. Some other important assignments held
by him include that of the Indian Naval Advisor at the
High Commission of India, London, Chief Staff Officer
(Operations), Western Naval Command, Chief of Staff,
Eastern Naval Command, Assistant Chief of the Naval
Staff (Policy and Plans), Deputy Chief of Naval Staff and

Lieutenant Colonel
Jasmin Diab
Base Commander, Campbell
Barracks, Australian Army

@jasmin_diab
CONFERENCE ROLE: Panelist

Jasmin joined the Australian Army in 2001. After
graduating from the Australian Defence Force Academy
and Royal Military College Duntroon, she was allocated
to the Royal Australian Engineers as a Combat Engineer.
Jasmin has spent the majority of her career providing
operational and training support in countering chemical,
biological, radiological, nuclear and explosive threats.
Jasmin is a big advocate for thinking differently and
is a co-founder of the Defence Entrepreneurs Forum
Australia (DEF Aus) which encourages bottom up
conceptual innovation through pitching ideas to Defence
senior leadership. She is also the Vice-President
of Women in Nuclear Australia and the Australian
representative on the Women in Nuclear Global board.
Jasmin has a Bachelor of Science, in physics and
chemistry, a Masters in Defence and Military Studies
and has just completed her research thesis on how
international nuclear safeguards can utilise machine
learning around uranium mining for a Masters in
Engineering Science (Nuclear Engineering).
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Speakers
Rear Admiral (Ret.) Raydon W Gates AO CSM Continued

Terry Durant
Managing Director, South Metro
TAFE

As well as providing strategic advice to Government
on defence matters, in the role of Defence Advocate,
he provides advice to the Minister and Defence West to
enable WA to secure a greater share of work in naval
shipbuilding and other capability streams through
actively promoting WA’s capability and capacity.

@smtafe_tweets
CONFERENCE ROLE: Panelist

Terry Durant is the Managing Director of South
Metropolitan TAFE. Terry is passionate about the
value and role of quality training and education in
equipping individuals with skills for employment or
further education.
In 2016, Terry led the amalgamation of two major
training colleges under the Training Sector Reform
Project. Her leadership during this time guided the
newly formed South Metropolitan TAFE College towards
a transformative period of driving strategic change,
strengthening industry partnerships and evolving an
outcomes focused staff culture.
Prior to her time in the VET sector, Terry worked across
the public and private sector, in senior positions within
banking, superannuation and taxation.
Terry holds a Master of Business Administration from
Curtin University and is a member of the Australian
Institute of Company Directors.

Rear Admiral (Ret.)
Raydon W Gates AO CSM
Defence Advocate,
Western Australia

@Defence_West
CONFERENCE ROLE: Panel Moderator
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Appointed as the Defence Advocate for Western Australia
in August 2017 and reporting directly to the Minister for
Defence Issues, Raydon provides independent advice
and assistance to the Western Australian Government in
promoting WA’s defence industry capability.

Rear Admiral Lee
Goddard
Commander Maritime Border
Command, Australian Navy

@AusBorderForce
CONFERENCE ROLE: Panelist

Rear Admiral Lee Goddard was promoted to his current
rank and became the Commander Maritime Border
Command in February 2019. Prior to this he was
seconded as a Branch Head to the Department of Prime
Minister and Cabinet.
Throughout his career, he has served at sea in
Australian, Canadian, Malaysian and US Navy warships,
and on operations in the Middle East. In 2009 he was
posted as an inaugural member of the ‘New Generation
Navy’ Team, as the Deputy Director Transformation &
Innovation working closely with the Nous Group that
reported directly to the Chief of Navy.
Rear Admiral Goddard was awarded a Master of Arts
(International Relations) in 1996, is member of the
Australian Naval Institute council and has previously
served as councilor with the Australian Institute of
International Affairs. He has contributed to a range
of professional and academic journals focused on
international affairs and security issues.

Speakers
Darryl Hockey

Ian Irving

Vice President,
Henderson Alliance

Chief Executive, Naval
Shipbuilding Institute

@HendersonAllia

@NavalShipbuildC

CONFERENCE ROLE: Speaker

CONFERENCE ROLE: Speaker

Darryl Hockey is Deputy Chairman and spokesperson
for the Henderson Alliance, a progressive industry
group which develops and promotes the capabilities
of small businesses in WA’s defence industries. They
have also collaborated to establish a national body
known as the Australian Defence Alliance, with over one
thousand members.

Ian has more than 30 years’ experience at senior
executive levels within the Australian defence and
aerospace industry, and in 2019 was appointed as the
Chief Executive of the Naval Shipbuilding Institute,
responsible for the delivery of Australia’s Naval
Shipbuilding College.

He has worked in senior executive roles in mining
and resources, major infrastructure and engineering
projects, public policy, agribusiness, international trade,
media and communications, government relations and
regulatory affairs – as well as defence industry business
development. He has also worked as a senior adviser to
state and federal Cabinet Ministers.
Darryl holds a Masters in International Business from
Monash University and is a Graduate of the Australian
Institute of Company Directors. He is a past WA Citizen
of the Year for Community Service and a recipient
of the Centenary Medal and Humanitarian Overseas
Service Medal.

Most recently Ian was Chief Executive for Northrop
Grumman Australia, with responsibility for leading the
development of Northrop Grumman within Australia,
taking the company from inception to one of the
major ongoing contributors to Australia’s national
security capabilities.

Vice Admiral (Ret.)
Yoji Koda
Former Commander-In-Chief of
Japan Maritime Self-Defence Force

@JMSDF_PAO
CONFERENCE ROLE: Panelist

Vice Admiral Koda is a Japanese naval officer, academic,
writer and a fellow at the Fairbank Center for Chinese
Studies at Harvard University focusing on the direction
of the US-Japan alliance in the coming decades and
Chinese naval and military expansion. He is the former
Commander-in-Chief of the Self Defence Fleet and has
served on several Japan Maritime Self-Defence Force
ships including the Yudachi (DD-108), the Shirayuki
(DD-123), and the Sawayuki (DD-125). He has a career in
maritime defence spanning over 30 years.
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Speakers
Major General (Ret.)
Seo Young Lee

Dr Lynn Kuok
Senior Fellow, International
Institute of Strategic Studies

@LynnKuok
CONFERENCE ROLE: Panel Moderator

Dr Kuok has held fellowships at Brookings Institution,
Harvard Law School, the Harvard Kennedy School,
the Center for Strategic and International Studies and
the Centre for International Law, National University
of Singapore. She has served as Editor-in-Chief of
the Cambridge Review of International Affairs and the
Singapore Law Review, both peer-reviewed journals.
She is an advocate and solicitor of the Supreme Court of
Singapore and has worked as a senior news producer at
a television news station.
Dr Kuok speaks regularly at international conferences
and leading universities. Her analysis has featured in
Foreign Affairs and The Wall Street Journal, amongst
others. She has been interviewed by and quoted in
various broadcast and print media, including the BBC,
CNBC, Al Jazeera and The New York Times.

Retired Major General,
Korean Military
CONFERENCE ROLE: Panelist

Major General (Ret.) Lee is an Adjunct Professor of the
National Defense University. He serves as the Policy
Advisory Committee Member and the Pol-Mil Advisor
for JCS, and a Board Member of Council on Korea and
U.S. Security Studies. MG Lee was a Visiting Researcher
of RAND Corporation in 2015, a member of the Policy
Advisory Committee for the Ministry of National Defense,
and a Visiting Professor of the National Defense
University from 2015 to 2017. He served as the Defense
Attaché to the United States from 2011 to 2013. MG Lee
was the Chief of Plans Division, C-5, ROK/U.S. Combined
Forces Command. He was the JCS Senior Liaison Officer
to Multi-National Force–Iraq. MG Lee graduated from
the Korea Military Academy and the U.S. Joint Forces
Staff College, received a M.A. from Yonsei University, and
M.S.M. from Troy University.

Ambassador (fmr)
Mark Lippert

She has taken part in the World Economic Forum,
Global Future Council on International Security; the
IISS Southeast Asian Young Leaders’ Programme;
Munich Young Leader, Munich Security Conference; and
has been awarded a Commonwealth Scholarship for
doctoral studies.

Vice President, Boeing
International

@mwlippert
CONFERENCE ROLE: Panelist
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The Honorable Mark William Lippert is Vice President
at Boeing International, based in Washington, D.C.
Lippert joined Boeing in 2017. Prior to joining Boeing,
he had a distinguished career in the United States
government that included serving as United States
ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to the
Republic of Korea (2014-2017), chief of staff to Secretary
of Defense Chuck Hagel (2013-2014) and as assistant
Secretary of Defense for Asian and Pacific Security
Affairs (2012-2013).

Speakers
Matt Moran Continued

Kate Longhurst
Director of the Department
of Foreign Affairs and Trade
(DFAT), WA

Matt was also a media adviser to Prime Minister
Malcolm Turnbull. He deployed to Afghanistan as a
public affairs officer in 2009 and East Timor in 2007.
In a previous life, he was a journalist with the ABC and
Network Ten.

@kate_longhurst
CONFERENCE ROLE: Panel Moderator

Kate Longhurst commenced as Director of the DFAT
Western Australia State Office in December 2018.
She is responsible for managing the Department’s
engagement with its diverse stakeholders in Western
Australia, across government, business, academia and
civil society.
Ms Longhurst was Executive Officer to the DFAT
Secretary, Frances Adamson, from January 2017 to
September 2018. She has held a number of other
positions in Canberra, including Director of DFAT’s
ASEAN and Regional Programs Section where she
coordinated Australia’s engagement with ASEAN
and oversaw Australia’s regional aid investments.
Ms Longhurst served in the Political Section at the
Australian Embassy in Washington D.C. during the
Obama Administration, with reporting responsibility for
U.S. engagement in Southeast Asia and the Pacific.

Joel Nevin
Director and Business Manager,
Blacktree Technology

CONFERENCE ROLE: Panelist

With a background in banking and finance, Joel is a cofounding director of Blacktree Technology, established
in WA for 17 years as an RF Communication Systems
Integrator. Blacktree joined the Western Australian
Defence Industry in 2015, as a manufacturer and
sustainment partner for UHF SATCOM products to the
Australian Defence Force, through the acquisition of
another WA based SME.
Continued support from State and Federal Governments
has assisted Blacktree to grow and they now provide
products and services to domestic and overseas
defence markets.

Matt Moran
Executive Director, Defence West

@mattmorannews
CONFERENCE ROLE: In conversation session

Matt is the inaugural Executive Director of Defence
West, a Walkley Award winner and an Australian Army
Afghanistan veteran. Matt has extensive knowledge of
Defence, having experience as a senior adviser to the
Minister for Defence Industry and Minister for Defence.
He worked on Defence’s most complex and expensive
projects over the last few years.
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Speakers
Vice Admiral (Ret.)
Chris Ritchie
Board Member,
Luerssen Australia

Director, Perth USAsia Centre and
Board Chair, UWA Public Policy
Institute

CONFERENCE ROLE: Panelist

CONFERENCE ROLE: Panel moderator

Vice Admiral (Ret.) Chris Ritchie had a career of more
than 40 years in the Royal Australian Navy retiring as
the Chief of Navy in July 2005.

Professor Smith was Federal Member for Perth for the
Australian Labor Party from March 1993 until September
2013. In a distinguished career spanning 20 years in the
Australian Federal Parliament, Professor Smith served
as the Minister for Defence, and prior to that, as Minister
for Foreign Affairs.

Since leaving the Navy, Vice Admiral Ritchie has
maintained an interest and involvement in defence
issues and has served on defence related reviews and
committees, both for Government and not for profit
organisations. He has been Chairman of the Australian
Defence College Advisory Board, Chairman of ASC Pty
Ltd, National President of the Royal United Services
Institute of Australia, and Chairman of the Federal
Advisory Council to the Navy League of Australia.

Tony Routledge
Managing Director, AVI

CONFERENCE ROLE: Speaker

Tony Routledge is the Managing Director of specialised
communication systems company AVI.
With a 30-year company history, Tony has positioned AVI
to deliver end-to-end solutions that include advanced
design, manufacture and support of communications and
security systems for discerning global customers and
difficult environments – including combat zones, critical
media and shielded systems for Governments.
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Professor Stephen Smith

Gemma Whiting
Government Relations
Manager, Austal

@GemmaMWhiting
CONFERENCE ROLE: Panel moderator

Gemma joined Austal at the end of 2016 to support
corporate affairs in the role of Government
Relations Manager.
Austal an Australian shipbuilder and global defence
prime contractor which designs, constructs and
sustains some of the world’s most advanced commercial
and defence vessels. Austal has Global operations in
Australia, USA, Philippines, Vietnam and China.
Prior to joining Austal, Gemma worked as an advisor to
Senator the Hon David Johnston who served as Minister
for Defence from 2013-2015. Gemma has a BA/LLB
Hons from the University of Western Australia where
she completed her degree and served as a student
editor of the UWA Law Review.

Speakers
Lieutenant General Agus
Widjojo (Ret.)

Dr Jeffery Wilson
Research Director,
Perth USAsia Centre

Retired Lieutenant General,
Indonesian Armed Forces

@JDWilson08

CONFERENCE ROLE: Panelist

Lieutenant General (Ret.) Agus Widjojo, graduated
from the Indonesian Armed Forces Academy in 1970.
He holds degrees from the U.S. Army Command and
General Staff College (CGSC), U.S. National Defense
University and George Washington University. After
retirement from active duty in 2003, he served as
Chief of Staff to the Commanding General, and Deputy
Speaker in the National Consultative Assembly,
representing the Military and National Police Faction.
He has served as Deputy in the Presidential Delivery
Unit for Program Management and Reform (UKP-PPR)
and as Commissioner of the Commission of Truth and
Friendship Indonesia-Timor Leste.
He is currently Governor of the National Resilience
Institute of Republic of Indonesia (Lemhannas RI)
and a senior fellow at the Center for Strategic and
International Studies (CSIS), Jakarta.

CONFERENCE ROLE: Speaker

Dr Jeffrey Wilson is the Research Director at the Perth
USAsia Centre. He provides leadership and strategic
direction in developing the Centre’s research program
across its publications, policy and dialogue activities.
Dr Wilson specialises in the regional economic
integration of the Indo-Pacific. He has particular
expertise in the politics of trade agreements, regional
economic institutions, and Australia’s economic ties with
Asia. He has been featured in local and international
media outlets, contributed to a range of track two
dialogues between Australia and key regional partners,
and supported policy development through consultancy,
publication and advisory work.

We are fortunate to have the Royal Australian Navy Band
performing during the networking drinks hosted by Aurora.
The following band members will be playing on the day:
``
``
``
``

Angelo Ravina (piano)
Brody Manson (upright bass)
Harry Josland (trumpet)
Russell Oxley (saxophone)
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Participating in the Conference
Conference Content and Social Channels
Use the conference hashtag and tags on:
#WAIndoPacDef19
@Defence_West
@PerthUSAsia
We’ll be posting content, photos and videos during the day to our Facebook, LinkedIn and
Twitter platforms. All keynote speeches will be videoed; and available on the Perth USAsia Centre
website following the Conference.
Our official photographer will be capturing the event and the Centre will share photos on our
Facebook and LinkedIn pages this week. Please let a member of our team know if you prefer not to
be photographed.
Speaker twitter handles are listed on the bookmark available at your table, and these handles are also
included in the booklet. Feel free to tag individuals and organisations during the day. There will be a full
wrap-up of the conference including slides, notes, outcomes and findings available publicly by the end
of August.

www.sli.do

Western Australian
Indo-Pacific Defence
Conference 2019

Every Question
Matters
Your opportunity to ask the
Speakers a question about
Defence in WA Indo-Pacific

Enter event code
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JOIN

1

Simply visit www.sli.do

2

Add the # Questions
and click JOIN

3

And Ask away

Audience Q&A
This year, we have made Slido available to delegates prior to the conference,
so we hope you have taken the opportunity to submit questions during the
event’s lead up.
As you can see from the schedule, the program is very tight. With more than
35 speakers in one day, unfortunately we won’t have time for live audience
question-and-answers from the floor.

Exhibitors

Networking

Feedback

Don’t miss the expo situated
within the break room,
showcasing products and
services from organisations
working across the defence
industry. Select speakers and
panelists will also be available
at the first exhibitor space for
personal conversations and to
answer your questions.

A number of speakers will be
available for questions and
networking during breaks. We
will make an announcement prior
to each break to let you know
how and where to meet them in
the exhibitor room.

The Perth USAsia Centre hosts
more than 100 events a year, and
we always welcome feedback.
A survey will be emailed to you
later this week asking you for
your thoughts and ideas to help
us plan our future conferences.

Western Australian Indo-Pacific Defence Conference 2019

Speakers’ and Partner
Contributions
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Todd Alder
Managing Director & Chief Executive Officer Orbital UAV

The Australian designed
& built propulsion system,
powering the world’s
best tactical UAVs

Orbital UAV is an emerging world leader in tactical unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV) propulsion systems and flight critical components.
From our operations in Perth, Western Australia and Hood River, Oregon, USA we deliver our
integrated propulsion systems and associated technologies into the world’s two largest suppliers of
tactical UAVs – Insitu Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of The Boeing Company and Textron Systems.
Superior quality

Modular Propulsion Solution

We are uniquely placed to meet the performance requirements
of the rapidly evolving UAV market through our revolutionary
technology and proven operational experience.

Orbital UAV’s revolutionary Modular Propulsion Solution
(MPS) has been developed to address a growing need within
the tactical UAV market for aircraft to have the flexibility and
versatility to adapt to varying end customer requirements and for
the rapid deployment of those aircraft.

Our world leading propulsion systems exceed the competition
benchmark for reliability, power and system durability, and our
patented fuel injection system enables advanced spark ignition
using heavy fuel – a requirement for military applications.
Working closely with our customers, we continue to develop and
deliver innovative solutions to meet the changing demands and
increasing mission parameters of tactical UAVs.
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The engines we are developing and now deploying as part of our
MPS set the new standard for reduced noise and drag, improved
payload interoperability, power to weight improvements and
increased time between overhauls.
Our modular approach utlises common componentry across all
systems, providing inventory and supply chain advantages which
return significant cost and quality benefits to our customers.

Contact: contact@orbitalcorp.com.au | Web: www.orbitaluav.com
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/orbitaluav
Twitter: @OrbitalCorpASX
Image shows Insitu’s ScanEagle3, courtesy and copyright of Insitu Inc.

Vice Admiral (Rtd) Chris Ritchie AO
Board member, Luerssen Australia
L U E R S S E N

A U S T R A LI A

Australian based
shipbuilding

Luerssen Australia is proud to be helping to deliver a
strong future for naval shipbuilding in Australia.
In January 2018, Luerssen was awarded the contract
for Australia’s next generation of SEA 1180 Offshore
Patrol Vessels (OPVs). The twelve OPVs will be known
as Arafura class, as named by the Chief of Navy, VADM
Mike Noonan.
Luerssen Australia leads the development of the OPVs
with shipbuilding contractor ASC and engineering
and construction firm Civmec. The first two are being
constructed by ASC in Osborne, South Australia,
with steel cut by Civmec in Western Australia.
The construction of the remaining ten OPVs will be
undertaken at Civmec’s Henderson shipyard in WA
commencing in 2020.
Luerssen Australia is on track to deliver all twelve
vessels on time and on budget, with the first of the
new OPVs, HMAS Arafura, due for delivery in 2021.
The project is expected to create around 1000 direct
and indirect jobs for Australians.

Tradition informing the future
Owned and run by the Lürssen family since 1875,
Lürssen is internationally renowned for the design and
construction of navy vessels, mega yachts and special
purpose ships.
The company is recognised for the design and
construction of navy vessels, mega yachts and special
purpose ships. Lürssen has built over 585 naval
vessels for governments around the globe.
Luerssen Australia was established in Western
Australia in May 2017 to develop a fully capable
Australia based shipbuilding operation to serve the
Royal Australian Navy and to capture opportunities in
the Asia-Pacific region.
Luerssen Australia continues to work closely with its
parent company, with Australian engineers visiting
the Lürssen shipyards to obtain further experience in
the design and construction of the OPVs being built
in Germany.
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Are we
ready for a
rare earths
trade war?
Dr Jeffery Wilson
Research Director, Perth USAsia Centre

Rare earth minerals have emerged as the latest
front in the escalating US-China trade war.
Nearly a decade after the Chinese government
controversially suspended rare earth exports to
Japan during the 2010 Senkaku dispute, similar
threats are now being made if the bilateral trade
dispute with the US deepens.
How prepared is the global economy for another
deployment of the so-called ‘rare earths weapon’?
Rare earths are an ideal instrument for economic
coercion. They are an essential input into a wide
range of high-technology products, across the
electronics, petrochemical, renewable energy and
defence sectors. As there are few economicallyfeasible substitutes, any supply suspensions would
heavily impact defence materiel supply chains.
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China also possesses an extraordinary degree of
market power. While not strictly a “monopolist”,
in 2017 it produced an estimated 79 percent
of the world’s rare earth oxides. If China were
to suspend rare earth supplies to the US, the
consequences would be global. Prices would

skyrocket as users scrambled to secure supplies,
with knock-on effects across the global defence
industries ecosystem.
US efforts have therefore begun to diversify value
chains. On July 4, Commerce Secretary Wilbur
Ross released a strategy to ensure secure critical
minerals. This outlined six steps aimed at growing
non-Chinese supply, both within the US and from
third-party countries. Discussions with Australia
and Canada on cooperating for rare earths have
also commenced.
Western Australia is central to these diversification
efforts. It is currently the second largest oxide
producer, accounting for 15 percent of global
output. It is also home to Lynas Corporation, the
world’s most prominent rare earths company
outside China. Several other companies with
advanced development projects – including
Northern Minerals, Arafura Resources and Iluka
Resources – are based in Western Australia.
Lynas could soon become an important countermeasure for the US. In May, it announced a plan
to build a rare earths separation plant in Texas, in
joint-venture with Blue Line Corporation. The plant
will not only re-establish separation capacity in
the US; it will also separate the ‘heavy’ rare earths
that are presently only produced in China.

However, these developments fall well short
of providing a robust solution for defence
industry users.
First, there is the basic matter of lead times. Rare
earths mining and refining is extremely technically
complicated, and facilities take a matter of years
– not months – to be designed and built. New
suppliers will not arrive in time to provide relief in
the current phase of the trade war.
Second, there are also challenges for downstream
processing. For example, the Mountain Pass mine
in California presently ships its ore to China for
processing, as no suitable facilities presently exist
in the US. While Lynas currently manufactures
a refined Neodymium-Praseodymium (Nd-Pr)
product, the majority of its output by volume are
oxides that require further processing – typically in
China - before use.
It may be telling that on May 20 Xi Jinping
made a public visit to JL Mag, a manufacturer

of permanent rare earth magnets. This
underscored that China’s market power rests
more on downstream processing capacity than inground resources.
Whether or not China chooses to deploy the rare
earths weapon in its trade war with the US, it is
simply not sustainable to rely on a single supplier
for four-fifths of an essential industrial input. New
and more diverse value chains must be established
to secure the foundations of global defence and
technology industries.
Diversification must also adopt a whole-of-value
chain approach. Past efforts have focussed on the
upstream mining stage, bringing oxide suppliers
like Lynas into the market. But without integrated
value chains that combine mining, separation
and final processing, China’s near-monopoly will
continue. Downstream processing is essential
to prepare the global economy for a rare earths
trade war.
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Dr Jeffrey Wilson is the Research Director at the Perth USAsia Centre. This is an extract of an article which originally
appeared in The Interpreter at https://www.lowyinstitute.org/the-interpreter/are-we-ready-rare-earths-trade-war. It is
reprinted with the kind permission of the Lowy Institute.
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Air Vice-Marshall (Ret.) Chris Deeble
Chief Executive Officer, Northrup Grumman Australia

Partnerships key for the
nation’s strategic weight
Partnerships are at the heart of Northrop Grumman’s
approach to doing work in Australia. The government’s
industry policies make clear the importance of growing
Australia’s industrial base and developing sovereign
industrial capability, and this is a mission we are proud
to support.

growth in the Australian industrial base and increase
Australian industry content in our work both here
and internationally.

Northrop Grumman Australia is committed to
maximising Australian industry content in our work,
including integrating Australian industry within our
global supply chain. Earlier this year, we became the
first Prime to sign an Australian Industry Capability
Deed; an achievement we are very proud of.

Beyond this, there is an increasingly important
strategic dimension to partnerships. Striking business
partnerships cannot be purely for the sole purpose
of gaining a commercial edge. More than ever the
defence industry has a role in developing and building
the nation’s strategic muscle. Responsiveness to the
pace of technological change and emerging threats
that will challenge our national security now and into
the future is essential.

We work with a wide array of Australian small- and
medium- sized companies who directly support our
local and global supply chains in their manufacturing
of world-leading quality materials and technology.
These partnerships will deliver in at least $300
million in Australian industry content over the next 5
years with opportunities to expand this always on the
horizon; our ambitions are to continue to drive the

It is imperative that as industry and government
leaders we embrace a more collaborative approach to
ensure that our workforce behind the defence force
can deliver the best capability. In some cases this will
mean finding new ways to work together, including
across borders, to ensure Australia’s security forces
are equipped with the right tools and technology to
defend the national interests.

About Northrop Grumman
Northrop Grumman is a leading global security company
providing innovative systems, products and solutions
in autonomous systems, cyber, C4ISR, space, strike,
logistics and modernisation to customers worldwide.
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Northrop Grumman has been supporting a variety of
defence and civil programs in Australia for over 20 years
and employs more than 500 employees.
Northrop Grumman will deliver the Triton Unmanned
Aerial Systems, operated by the Royal Australian Air
Force, to provide unrivalled maritime intelligence,

surveillance and reconnaissance data for border
protection, humanitarian relief and fisheries monitoring.
Northrop Grumman is an acknowledged leader as a
platform steward for the KC-30, C-27J and Special
Purpose Aircraft.
Northrop Grumman will deliver the latest generation
satellite communications system in the form of the
new ground station East and a comprehensive network
management system.

Terry Durant
Managing Director, South Metro TAFE

South Metro TAFE:

WA’s Largest Provider
of Defence Industry Skilling and
Training Programs
South Metropolitan TAFE (SM TAFE) is one of Western
Australia’s largest training providers, with campuses
across the southern suburbs of the Perth metropolitan
area. SM TAFE delivers training to thousands of local
and international students each year, and workforce
development services to businesses across the State.
SM TAFE has been working in partnership with the
defence industry for more than two decades, delivering
a range of qualifications and courses throughout
WA and nationally to many specialised areas of the
defence industry.
Major partnerships with defence industry include ASC
Pty Ltd for Collins Class Submarine training services
and Scientific Management Associates (Operations)
Pty Ltd for trade and post trades training to Navy
personnel. SM TAFE is also the supplier of skilled
personnel and apprentices for several shipbuilders
in the Henderson precinct, and a provider of defence
industry pathway programs in schools in related areas
such as ship building, defence trades, engineering,
logistics and warehousing and maritime studies.
SM TAFE opened its Naval Base campus in May 2019
providing students and apprentices with hands-on
experience in a real-life industry setting. Naval Base
campus is located in close proximity to Henderson,
the Australian Marine Complex and the industrial
precinct, which provides SM TAFE with close access
to relevant employers, industry and the ability to
respond to client needs.

Qualifications required by the shipbuilding
industry such as welding and fabrication, are
delivered from Naval Base complementing the
engineering qualifications currently delivered from
Munster campus.
The Naval Base campus workshop area has been
specifically designed with training in mind and houses
the delivery for heavy fabrication, marine fabrication,
welding and composite apprenticeship training. It has
surface protection which reflects maximum light for
student and trainer safety, full height segregation to
allow improved safety for hot works, and improved
vehicle access to improve safety when moving
equipment or receiving deliveries.
The workshop area is newly equipped with state-ofthe-art fabrication and welding equipment to cater for
ferrous and non-ferrous metals, enhancing overall
delivery and learning outcomes. There are 45 welding
bays, designed for multi-use, allowing aluminium, TIG,
MIG and Oxy welding process types to be conducted.
The layout enables students to select the correct
welding process for the job, encouraging analysis and
innovation. It also allows trainers to provide a better
level of supervision to mixed groups as students can
be restricted to a specific area irrespective of where
they are up to in their study.
Housed within SM TAFE Naval Base campus is the
Naval Shipbuilding College (NSC) and the Western
Australian Defence Industry Workforce Office.
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Tony Routledge
Managing Director, AVI
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Michele Clement
Director, WA Defence Science Centre

Building Defence Capability
The new Western Australian Defence Science
Centre launched in June, is a collaboration between
the Western Australian Government, the Defence
Science and Technology Group (DST), of the
Department of Defence and Western Australia’s
four public universities. It aims to create research
and development connections, and build stronger
relationships among universities, industry
and Defence.
According to Defence Science Centre Director
Michele Clement, having a mechanism to encourage
collaboration, attract defence-related research and
development investment opportunities and outcomes
is important for WA’s defence and research sectors.
‘The Centre is about transforming challenges
into capabilities,’ Michele said. ‘By supporting
and nurturing strong defence-relevant research
collaborations we will develop new ideas and deliver
innovative technologies to strengthen Australia’s
defence and national security capabilities.’
To support these goals, the Centre will provide grants
to facilitate exchanges and grow collaborative defencerelevant research, with the aim of strengthening
local industry participation in defence business, and
supporting knowledge transfer and STEM careers
in WA.
The activities of the Centre will complement defence
related work already being undertaken by WA’s
network of universities. ‘Key to the work of the Centre
is the fantastic capability and research that is already
happening in our universities. We have world-leading
capability in the areas of cyber security, remote
and trusted autonomous systems, underwater and
offshore systems, and data process and analytics, just
to name a few.’

The Centre’s grant programs will also be an important
tool in setting the conditions for commercial
opportunities in industry. ‘The Centre is designed
to encourage greater SME participation in Defence
business, as well as support students undertaking
research projects in Defence and related industry,’
Michele said.
She hopes the Centre will provide the opportunity to
share knowledge and ideas and open opportunities
for greater career pathways: ‘It is important that
Western Australia’s future workforce has the right
skills to maintain global competitiveness. That is why
we will support students undertaking defence-related
research and get them working with industry early in
their research careers.’

The Centre is also part of a national network of
similar centres including the Defence Science
Institute, Victoria, Defence Innovation Partnership,
South Australia and the Defence Innovation
Network, New South Wales. Michele hopes to
emulate the successes of the Centre’s interstate counterparts, while working with them to
collectively realise Australia’s strategic goals
through industry development: ‘It’s a great time
to be involved in WA’s defence industry,’ she said.
‘The research and industry community here is
ready to collaborate to help solve Australia’s pressing
strategic challenges, an endeavour the Centre is well
positioned to facilitate.’
To find out more about the Defence Science
Centre visit https://www.jtsi.wa.gov.au/economicdevelopment/defence-west/defence-science-centre
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Conference Partner – Premier Partner
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Conference Partner – Premier Partner
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Conference Partner – Platinum Partner

Safe. Trusted. Proven.
JFD is a world leader in providing integrated undersea capability solutions for our operator clients
including submarine rescue, specialist diving systems, chambers and delivery vehicles. We provide
fast, safe, reliable and proven products and services to 80 nations and 33 navies.
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Conference Partner – Press Partner
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‘Port Design, Development, Operations & Management’

Integrated Innovation

Oropesa: Making A Difference through
the delivery of Integrated Innovation.

Oropesa: Making A Difference through the delivery
of

Integrated Innovation.

On an island nation the criticality of Ports and Maritime Trade
cannot be overstated.
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ever-Changing World. The driving forces in National
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Global
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flow of politics, resources and humanity’s ambition
Change, the Universal Constant presents challenges to the
to grow and improve. Ensuring infrastructure and
development of Infrastructure that will be designed to last 100
operations
enable
success
in the
Maritime
context
years.
Planning
for success
requires
an outlook
that provides
for
the known
and prepares
for the unknown.
It is not
enough this
requires
insight
and dynamism.
Oropesa
delivers
to develop vision for the short term. A philosophy of looking
through
Understanding.
Understanding
our
clients,
beyond the horizon and working towards establishing
their
various
industries,
those
that
support
them,
contestable opportunity is where Oropesa provides low the
threats
to achieving
their aims, the markets they serve
risk
advantage
others do not.
and most of all, people – ours and yours.
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Change, the Universal Constant presents challenges
to the development of Infrastructure that will be
designed to last 100 years. Planning for success
requires an outlook that provides for the known and
prepares for the unknown. It is not enough to develop
vision for the short term. A philosophy of looking

Defence Industry Integration – It’s in our DNA. Australia
requires a strong and sustainable Sovereign Industrial
Capability to support Defence. The success of this growing
industry relies
on its ability
comprehend
the requirements
of
beyond
the horizon
andto working
towards
establishing
Defence, its People and Systems. The evolution of the
contestable
opportunity
is whereIndustry
Oropesa
Australian Shipbuilding
and sustainment
hasprovides
required
low
risk advantage
othersado
not. to a Program
in mindset from
Project
a shift
approach in the creation and sustainment of our Navy’s fleet.
Defence
Integration
– It’s in having
our DNA.
A VeteransIndustry
owned and
operated business,
served in
conflict to the
highest echelons
command,
OropesaSovereign
knows
Australia
requires
a strongofand
sustainable
the mind andCapability
mechanismstoofsupport
our Defence
Force and
is able to
Industrial
Defence.
The
support its success through this insight.

success of this growing industry relies on its ability
Sustainment
is more
supply and maintenance
at its
to
comprehend
thethan
requirements
of Defence,– its
core are the people of the Defence Force that sets our nations
People
and Systems. The evolution of the Australian
capability and capacity apart. The ingenuity and resilience so
Shipbuilding
sustainment
Industryofhas
characteristic ofand
Australians,
is a hallmark
our required
military. a
Sustaining
our Defence
Force means
its
shift
in mindset
from a Project
to a supporting
Program approach
as well as
thesustainment
equipment theyofuse
achievefleet.
their
people
in
the creation
and
ourtoNavy’s
Developing
and business,
ensuring assets
Aaims.
Veterans
ownedinfrastructure
and operated
havingare
capable of supporting the equipment, human resources and
served
in conflict
to theneeded
highest
of Defence
command,
associated
key industries
by echelons
the Australia
Force is where
Oropesa
is at itsand
best.mechanisms of our
Oropesa
knows
the mind
Defence Force and is able to support its success
through this insight.
Sustainment is more than supply and maintenance
– at its core are the people of the Defence Force
that sets our nations capability and capacity apart.
The ingenuity and resilience so characteristic of
Australians, is a hallmark of our military. Sustaining
our Defence Force means supporting its people
as well as the equipment they use to achieve their
aims. Developing infrastructure and ensuring assets
are capable of supporting the equipment, human
resources and associated key industries needed by
the Australia Defence Force is where Oropesa is at
its best.

Conference Partner – Bronze Partner

Supporting the RAN
in WA for over 18 years

Collins Electronic Support (EW)
ANZAC FFH
Electronic
Support (EW)
Support for
Terma Radars
& Decoy
Launchers
JEDS Facility in Rockingham
WA State Manager
Mr Nigel Bateman
+61 8 9529 1922
Email: infowa@jeds.com.au
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The technology
of defence
At BAE Systems our advanced defence technology
protects people and national security, and keeps
critical information and infrastructure secure.
For over 65 years we have searched for new ways
to provide the Australian Defence Force with a
competitive edge across the air, maritime, land
and cyber domains.
We employ some of the most talented people in
Australia who work to design, build and sustain
complex defence systems and help defend
our nation.
Visit baesystems.com to learn more.
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www.baesystems.com

Australia’s first bank and oldest company, Westpac provides a broad
range of consumer, business and institutional banking and wealth
management services through a portfolio of financial services brands
and businesses. When it comes to the defence industry, Westpac is
aiming to be the bank of choice: supporting the businesses that support
the industry, whether they are small, medium or larger enterprises.

Rob Di Carlo
State Manager Trade and Invoice
Finance for WA, SA, and NT
Westpac Group

“When the bank partners with a business
to help them achieve their needs, goals
and aspirations, they cover all bases in
supporting from ensuring the company has
the working capital it needs, risk solutions,
adding value and helping them to make
the necessary connections to allow them
to prosper and grow. As a Relationship
bank, we work very closely with our clients
small or large to help them realise their
growth potential.”

Ian Rogers

Conference Partner – Bronze Partner

When In Defence,
Think Westpac

Director of Trade and Supply Chain
Finance Westpac Institutional Bank

“We believe business should involve their
financial institution as early as possible
when it comes to contract bids, so we can
support them from the beginning, ensuring
not only a healthy profit margin, but also
ensuring cash flow is in place, which
is especially important for smaller and
medium companies looking for growth.”

Westpac has recognised the WA Indo-Pacific Defence Conference as the premier conference for
the defence industry in Western Australia, and are involved this year as a Bronze Partner.
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Morning Tea Host

UWA: Defence Research
Collaboration
The University of Western Australia (UWA) has
acquired an international reputation for excellence
and enterprise. UWA is in the top 100 universities in
the world, ranked by the Academic Ranking of World
Universities, and as such, we attract world-renowned
researchers to work in our globally-recognised
research centres.
UWA delivers multidisciplinary research, technology
and business solutions for the challenges facing the
nation’s defence industry today and for the future.
UWA’s strong research expertise from large-scale
multi-disciplinary collaboration can be strategically
leveraged to develop partnerships with government,
industry and researchers to advance defence
technology and innovation and inform strategic
thinking for future defence policy, particularly for the
Indo-Pacific region and its national significance in the
defence and security of Australia.
UWA has numerous partnerships with key national
and international defence industry and research
stakeholders and is supporting the Australian
government’s defence programs by contributing to the
national defence industry with leading strengths in
marine engineering, human factors, automation and
sensing, and geopolitical strategy. Current research
collaborations include:
`` As part of the inaugural DST Counter Improvised
Threats Grand Challenge initiative UWA is
developing spectroscopic sensors for standoff detection of improvised explosive devices.
Other research from the group also includes
optomechanical sensors and instruments and
signal processing.
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`` In collaboration with Defence Science and
Technology and the Royal Australian Navy, UWA
has developed the CRUSE lab (Control Room
Use Simulation Environment) to optimise the
integration of tactical information by the submarine
Action Information Organisation (AIO) team to
achieve decision superiority. The research aims to

inform the design of the configuration of submarine
hardware, software, and procedures (people), to
create functionality that maximise team process,
team cognition, and team performance.
`` UWA continues to host Austal in the ongoing
development of the Smart Ship Initiative. This
research collaboration has demonstrated the
ability for industry to remain at their competitive
edge by engaging with academia. In this example,
Austal is connected to the latest developments in
fields such as machine learning, Internet of Things
(IoT) and ocean science through it’s close working
relationship with UWA.
It is important to understand the role that research
expertise and collaborations play in the economy.
To build and sustain the economy there is a pipeline
that is required to ensure job creation and economic
diversification. Development of skills and talent starts
with the children and then as they follow their interests
through the education system, which then follows
with the development and nurturing of development of
knowledge and technology at universities.
There are two aspects of this including working
with industry to continue to understand and solve
challenges, and pushing the boundaries for blue
sky knowledge.
Industry development and R&D goes hand-in-hand
and is part of the very important continuum to
ensure our nation continues to build capability and
is sustainable.
UWA recognises that Defence have taken a particularly
important lead role in enabling the right environment
for developing the next generation of technologies that
will provide an opportunity for national growth.
UWA, in conjunction with the other WA universities
working as TEAMWA, continues to advance the
commitment to the nation’s long-term security,
industry, government and global researchers
partnerships to support national defence initiatives.

Lunch Host
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WA
Universities
Committed to Australia’s Defence
Western Australia’s universities work together to share expertise
and resources in the areas of defence and national security.
With government and industry, we continue to build upon our
reputation for collaborative, world-class research and education
that contributes to Australia’s defence capability.
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At a conference entitled Indo-Pacific Defence, it is
understandable that discussions will largely focus
on geostrategic factors influencing our security.
The fourth industrial revolution also is a factor that
deserves attention, with associated technology
advances compelling a fundamental review of our
precepts about defence and national security.
Global advances in military technologies may lead
us to focus on the qualitative advantages Australia
should seek to achieve from our small force. These
technology advances are leading to primacy of lethality
over survivability, as development of sensors and
weapons increasingly exceed those in stealth and
other defensive measures, making it harder to break
an adversary’s kill chain. This shift in high end conflict
needs to be accounted for in updated plans and
operational concepts.
This shift may be contributing to the prevalence of
grey zone conflict, which involves activities less than
war to achieve desired outcomes. We have seen these
activities being coordinated across multiple domains,
also known as hybrid warfare.
Some may contend that such concepts are old wine
in new bottles. Proxy conflicts and insurgencies were
common during the latter half of the twentieth century.
Grey zone and multi-domain operations arguably are
consistent with the Clausewitzian definition of warfare
as the continuation of politics by other means.
What makes the modern application of these
concepts different however, is the exploitation of the
information domain to enable grey zone activities to
be undertaken more effectively and covertly. Such
activities might include cyber attacks, disinformation
and influence through social media, and coordination
of insurgent populations.
The successful conduct of such grey zone campaigns
can help a nation achieve objectives without the cost
and risk of conventional warfare. As pointed out
recently by CDF General Campbell, Australia is not
well prepared to counter such efforts.
There are several key reasons behind this deficiency.
Firstly, ADF doctrine and capabilities do not focus
adequately on pre-war shaping phases, especially to
counter a potential adversary’s efforts in those phases.
Secondly, while there is clarity around responsibilities
for cyber, military and diplomatic elements of national

power, Australia remains immature in its ability to
coordinate counter-efforts to the same effectiveness
as potential adversaries. This is particularly the case
with counter-disinformation, which can touch on
sensitivities if the Government is seen to be shaping its
own public.

Afternoon Tea Host

Supporting Defence
Transformation

But such coordination processes are essential in this
new era of conflict, and must be quick and seamless
to keep up with the tempo associated with the
information domain.
Thirdly, there is blurriness in the cyber domain
between what may be a crime versus an act
of intervention by a nation state. National and
international laws do not effectively deal with grey
zone activities, with ambiguity in areas such as
attribution and proportionality making responses all
the more difficult. Even if mitigated by intelligence
systems that can attribute expeditiously and with
confidence, there remains subjectivity about which
attacks would justify a Government response.
Finally, there is a widespread belief that cyber
attacks only target traditional IT systems. The fourth
industrial revolution is concerned with a significant
increase in connectivity and automation of a broader
range of systems. While this has the potential to
transform lives, it also introduces a whole new set of
vulnerabilities.
The ADF is embracing the fourth industrial revolution
to network existing platforms, to introduce unmanned
and autonomous systems, and to enable smart
logistics and other support services in future
garrisons. All of this connectivity and automation
represents not only capability improvement but also
cyber vulnerability. Our soldiers, sailors and airmen
deserve not only the best systems, but systems that
will be resilient and will not be disabled before a
conflict even starts.
Defence should draw on innovation from the broader
sector to resolve these challenges. ECU is standing up
a new research effort with the commissioning of the
Institute for Securing Digital Futures. Team WA and
the Defence Science Centre are setting the standard
for collaboration. Our universities are taking a multiinstitutional and interdisciplinary approach, inclusive
of industry and East Coast universities, to help
Defence with its research problems.
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set of key parameters from remote
assets, including systems suitable
for solar powered environments,
and for floating assets (eg, buoys);

♦ Multiple bands: with systems
spanning L, C, Ku, K and Ka bands,
you can ensure you have the right
horse for the right course, selecting
the right balance between terminal
size and cost, link availability,
bandwidth throughput rates and
operational costs.

A different perspective on space-based
communications …

Aurora Magazine Doc.indd 1

Solutions from Technology - Since 1997

2/8/19 11:36 am

© 2019 Aurora Australis Network

Pictured: Aurora Australis, as seen from Wilsons Promontory, January 2013. Caused by charged particles from the sun colliding with atoms in the upper atmosphere, the aurora can affect HF
radio propagation and dilute GPS precision, but provides a beautiful and ethereal visual treat. Photo by Colin Legg, used with permission. All trademarks are property of their respective owners.

♦ Comms on the Pause (COTP) :
The ability to “stop and prop”, and
gain access to your network within
~3 minutes via an auto-acquire
antenna system, including C-COM,
Cobham and SatCube;

♦ Regional and global coverage with
Commercial off the Shelf (COTS)
systems,
including
Comtech,
iDirect, Gilat, Hughes, Newtec and
UHP, offering speeds from 256kbps
through to greater than 100Mbps;

Tel: +61 8 6363 5030
Email: enquiries@aurora.net.au
Web: aurora.net.au

Aurora Australis Network
ABN 55 008 922 530
8/95 Canning Highway
South Perth, 6151
Western Australia

Contact us by phone or email to
discuss how our small team of the
right people can bring a different
perspective to your operations!

Networking Drinks Host
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At Aurora, we believe that a ♦ Comms on the Move (COTM) :
The ability to maintain access to
small team of the right people
your network, even whilst moving
can outperform a larger team.
on land, sea or air. With systems
With decades of experience
designed to handle 35 knots at
in remote and long-range
sea, or 130km/h on land, extending
a private network directly into a
communications systems and
vessel or vehicle whilst on the
technologies, and strategically
move opens up new operational
located in Western Australia with
possibilities, using systems from
direct access to both the Indian
Intellian, Kymeta, Orbit, Sailor and
Ocean Region and Pacific
Seatel;
Ocean Region satellite fleets,
we offer a different perspective ♦ SCADA, Telemetry and IOT :
Cost effective solutions for the
on:
continuous streaming of a small
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Conference Partners
PREMIER PARTNER

PLATINUM PARTNER

PRESS PARTNER

BRONZE PARTNERS

MORNING TEA HOST

LUNCH HOSTS

AFTERNOON TEA HOST

NETWORKING DRINKS HOST

Community Supporter
TONY LENNON
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Email. perthusasiacentre@uwa.edu.au
Web. PerthUSAsia.edu.au
Twit. #WAIndoPacDef19 // @Defence_West // @PerthUSAsia
Linked. linkedin.com/company/perth-usasia-centre

